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1. Sociologists and social scientists in general seem mobilized to interpret 
the social and political impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic. Is 
sociological theory up to the challenge of understanding and explaining 
the phenomenon?  

From the beginning, the dreaded Covid-19 has been traced to globe-
trotting elites who have returned with the contagion to their respective 
countries. The concrete circumstances demanded quarantining these 
specifically and rigorously targeted traueler’s, the majority of whom were 
either from the ranks of the political elite or from the economically 
dominant classes. A measure of mass quarantinerepresented a convenient 
qikeriion of ajjenjion from jhe Gokernmenj’i oln lam acjioni againij 
foreign-returned elites. In the process, it has reduced each citizen into a 
potential suspected carrier of Covid-19. It has not been possible to identify 
the dreaded Covid-19 with the laboring poor or their quarters of the city.  

The lived experiences of this so-called quarantine have proved drastically 
different for the upper classes and working masses. The hungry and 
qeiperaje laroring poor ijanq in marheq conjraij jo jhe counjrn’i elijei; a 
majorijn of lhom hake reen hoarqing anq runing injo jhe gokernmenj’i 
populiij campaigni on jhe ‘neceiiijn’ of jhe lock-down; importance of 
‘iocial qiijancing’; iuperficial appreciajioni for healjhcare lorheri lho 
have nevertheless continued to grapple with the acute shortage of 
resources like personal protective equipment; etc. The upper classes have 
reen ruin ‘lorhing from home’, jhii lumurn hai ekaqeq jhe lorhing  
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masses. The same lock-down has literally meant no work for majority of 
laroring poor. ‘Home’ hai remaineq an eluiike jerm for a large numrer of 
migrant workers who lie stranded in make-shift tenements near their 
workplaces like construction sites. There is an uncertainty of survival in 
alien and hostile cities, which has made migrant workers desperate to 
return to the relative security of their native home. 

The current lockdown is a great chance to reflect on what we did 
wrong, not just during corona time, but in the decade or two 
preceding it. It is not vulgar to pursue being rich. It is vulgar to see 
hungry labourers walking for days with little kids on their heads. 

 

2. How can your research area contribute to examining different 
dimensions of the phenomenon? 

The lockdown due to pandemic was an altogether novel experience for the 
world, something that no one had prepared for. It is a frontal attack on 
notions of mobility and connectivity, which form the foundation of the 
human society today. Scientists have warned that a mutation called D614G 
in the spike protein region of the SARS-CoV-2 virus — which causes 
Covid-19 — is of urgent concern as it makes the virus more contagious. In 
this regard there are various dimensions of the pandemic that requires 
urgent investigated: 

Voluntary fear: Mandated lockdown has been fortified by voluntary fear. 
Ekernone’i rraceq for jhe rrake nel normal. Ij lai a lochqoln jhaj 
unlocked millions of Indians. As India receded into homes since the last 
week of March 2020, a section of Bharat hit the streets defying the order to 
stay indoors;  

Urban underbelly: The migration should serve as a vision correction for 
jhoie lho lere unarle jo graip Inqia’i groling urran unqerrelly. People 
hake lonqereq lhn migranji aren’j liijening jo gokernmenji. Then are, 
ruj jhen aren’j conkinceq jhaj gokernmenji can lalh jhe jalh. Iiolajeq anq 
jobless, they are relying on their faith (lack of it, actually) more than any 
reasoning; 

Domestic violence: Across the world, a surge in incidents of domestic 
violence are being reported since the lockdown. The more severe the 
aruie, jhe greajer iji impacj on a perion’i phniical anq menjal healjh. 
Within our highly patriarchal society, men are often trapped in  
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their mardangi (machismo). Contrary the known myths that it is greater 
among poorer sections; in reality, even rich and middle-class women are 
not spared from it; 

Cell Fusion: Genes borrowed from viruses seem to give cells the ability to 
grow into tissues and organs, and even reproduce sexually. Our cells often 
need to fuse with other cells. They do this with the help of proteins on their 
oujer iurfacei jhaj ijich jhe cell’i lalli anq jhen rreah jhem open jo mim ij 
insides. This mixing is essential for the production of most organs – such 
as muscles, skin and bone – and even for reproduction, when eggs and 
sperm fuse; 

Garbage disposal: The spread of coronavirus has resulted in a change in 
garbage disposal mechanisms, Though, much of it is household garbage, 
the presence of biomedical waste in it – even if in small quantities – makes 
scientific disposal a necessity. Now during lockdown, apart from 
incinerating medical waste, regular waste from quarantined facilities 
andinfected slum pockets is disposed of by burial and by spraying 
chemicals on it; 

Spitting habit: The danger of Covid-19 spread through respiratory droplets 
and exhaled aerosolised particles has been well documented and spitting is 
one of the common transmission avenues besides respiration. Sneezing 
and coughing are involuntary to a large extent but wearing a mask can 
mijigaje riihi. Buj ipijjing ii a conicioui acj reinforceq rn harij. Ij’i jahen 
the virulent infectious disease for most people to realize how personal 
hygiene and public health are conjoined;  

Corona stigma: Another silent enemy is sneaking up on us. Reports from 
across states suggest that stigma and fear of Covid-19 is inflicting additional 
damage on society. Stigma around Covid patients was actually 
discouraging people from coming forward for testing at an early stage. 
Such hindrances not only inconvenience people but also put a spanner in 
restarting economic activity as producers, suppliers and buyers are 
interlinked across states; 

Fear the fear: The coronavirus pandemic has humbled and humiliated us 
as we stand bewildered, restless and helpless. In reality, the virus is not 
alive; it is programmed to proliferate, and as it infects more people, it 
disrupts our lives. It would be necessary to make bigger and bolder 
breakthroughs towards economic resumption, with the accent shifting 
from “fighjing” Cokiq jo “coping lijh” or “managing” Cokiq (iince ij 
cannot be entirely eliminated); 
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Enhancing life: President Abdul Kalam the former President of India had 
identified five areas: the first was health, second education, third agriculture, 
fourth communication, and the fifth was critical technology (like 
biotechnology, nanotechnology, pharma technology) which help in 
enhancing life critically. One may add another area to the list – faith in God. 
Without it, there could be best of technologies but the worst of human 
beings. In the end, our worth depends upon our values. Our greatness 
depends upon our goodness; 

Health & education: We are now in 2020, and we are suddenly refocusing 
on health to save ourselves. Education has taken centre stage as our 
children need to study from home. And if lockdowns continue, agriculture 
will decide which nation will flourish. Food and farms will become 
epicenters of economy, not luxury products; 

It must be noted that nothing done before for the avowed purpose of 
public good has so firmly institutionalized the inherent inequities of our 
Republic than the consequences of the lockdown. In one surgical move, it 
left millions of citizens – casual and migrant labour – marooned, homeless, 
jobless, foodless, penniless and locked up. However, in the times of social 
distancing and self-isolation, it is virtual communication that helped to 
connect us more than ever as families, as nations, as human beings. 

 

3. Is the pandemic provoking deep social, political and cultural changes? 
Or is it speeding up trends of change already underway? If so, is it 
possible to glimpse the contours of post-pandemic societies? 

The coronavirus hit at a time when the world was already turning inwards, 
largely in reaction to the global financial crisis of 2008. Nations have been 
erecting barriers to the free flow of people, money and goods. It has 
unmasked all the social institutions and their stakeholders. Whether it is 
political class, media, bureaucracy, police, and doctors and for that matter a 
common individual, this pandemic has brought out the best and worst of 
humanity. In this pandemic while on the one hand there is an environment 
of fear, prejudice, paranoia, humiliation and political bigotry. On the other 
hand, there is an unprecedented outpouring of love, support, kindness, 
empathy and charity that has reaffirmed faith in humanity. This pandemic 
has also unveiled the hypocrisy & ugliness of the big business tycoons, 
corporates and owners of companies. The Uncertainty of livelihood would 
cause more harm to the common people than the pandemic. And as  
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lockdown force people to work, shop, study and play at home creating new 
habits in varying degrees could outlast the pandemic. 

Many nations would be engaging in a form of food nationalism. France, 
Spain and Italy were among the countries pushing the European Union to 
protect their farmers before the pandemic, and they will be pushing harder 
now. Many countries may not be willing to expose themselves to world 
trade, global banks and international migration. National economies would 
be more reliant on local industries. People everywhere retreating to the 
coronavirus free zone; the safety of home to pursue employment, 
education and entertainment in the immersive world of the online 
economy. The deglobalization of finance is reaching deeper into debt 
markets too. The economic lockdowns may cut off the cash flow of heavily 
indebted companies from the United States to Europe and Asia, 
threatening to drive them into bankruptcy, and to burden many of them 
with a severe case of debt phobia as well. The retreat inwards has inspired 
many nations to rethink supply lines that now wrap around the world and 
lead, most often, to factories in China. Driven originally by rising wages in 
China, later by rising concern about the uncertainties of doing business 
there, this retrenchment has been underway for years.  

Leaders of all political styles have assumed previously unthinkable powers 
to shut down the economy, steer production, close borders, and place 
businesses on life support and may get more emboldened to bash 
foreigners. Though the rise of virtual economy is also a turn inwards, 
towards the lone worker safe at home in front of a screen, its fresh focus on 
efficiency and creativity could lift productivity in the coming years and 
ease the global slowdown. 

The pandemic is in effect telescoping the future. Trends that might 
have taken five or ten years to play out have unfolded in as many 
weeks, and all point in the same direction. In a time, when a 
collective response was required to contain Covid-19, the political 
establishment with the help of media and PR agencies tended to 
divide people in the name of religion and region by spreading hatred 
and creating fake narratives. 
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4. What work(s) of Sociology or Social Sciences can help us to 
comprehend and dialogue about the challenges underway? 

The full effects of the pandemic are yet to be measured, but change was 
already there. Some trends such as digital learning and WFH (Work from 
Home) lill ipeeq up. Some hariji lill re inappeq: nou lon’j re caiualln 
jet-setting between continents. It wouldn’j re jhe firij jime a purlic healjh 
crisis would affect changes in architecture and urban planning. Policy 
makers will be forced to question whether we are ready for another 
pandemic. People expected to be scared of flying for a long, long time, 
aviation experts say there will be a drastic reduction in flights across the 
world. Besides the fear, the fares could all lead to a spike. Those Indians 
walking on the streets, hungry, dispossessed, broken, betrayed by the 
government they voted into power, betrayed by the people whose 
businesses they established – jhen’re jhe folhi lho maqe jhe place 
sheltering you during this storm of storms. They are not migrant workers: 
they are the original founders of your home. Facing one’i morjalijn can 
prompt us to be more conscious of how we live and what we need. The 
queue makes a gallant attempt to follow the rules of social distancing. But 
distances disintegrate as desperation draws them in. In view of the 
magnitude of the post-pandemic growing reality, it would be worth 
examining these changes from the lance of the established theories:  

Semiotics: understanding how people use signs and symbols in meaning-
making, as perceived through senses and interpreted meanings (Ferdinand 
de Saussure, Roland Barthes); Dialogism: Nothing can exist without 
meaning; everything has meaning, it comes about through dialogue at 
whatever level that dialogue takes place, as living is participating in 
dialogue (Mikhail Mikhailovich Bakhtin); Risk society: a society 
increasingly preoccupied with the future (and also with safety), which 
generates the notion of risk, and a systematic way of dealing with hazards 
and insecurities (Anthony Giddens, Ulrich Beck); Modernization: surges of 
technological rationalization and changes in work and organization; but 
beyond that includes, changes in lifestyle and forms of love, change in the 
structures of power and influence, in the forms of political repression and 
participation, in views of reality and in the norms of knowledge, which 
comprises and reshapes the entire social structure  (Ulrich Beck) and also 
some newer ones. 
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